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ABSTRACT 

About 20 min. after the first of a series of Palm Sunday tornadoes 
of April 11, 1965 formed in ex位emeeastern Iowa，百ROSIX, in 
northbound semi-polar Orbit No. 960, took pictures of世紀 midwestern
United States. ’Though the area of the tornado formation was too far 
from the exposure subpoint to be examined in detail, avast region of 
sou白westerlyflow behind the cold仕ontextending from Iowa to 
Arkansas was photographed with relatively small nadir angles of view. 
Of great in臼restwas a faint, cirrus-like streak inside a large clear 
area behind the front, which, it was concluded, was a dust storm 
limiting visibility to less出antwo miles in some areas.τ'hermo・

dynamical structure of the dry cold air in which the dust storm was 
embedded will be discussed in detail in connection with its role in 
giving rise to the development of the Palm Sunday tornadoes. 

1. SYNOPTIC SITUATION AT 1200 CST, APRIL 11, 1965 

τ'he synoptic situation during a 24-hr; period, 0600 CST, April 11由主ough0600 

CST, April 12, 1965, was discussed in Chapter 3 by Van ’Thullenar.αtl.y one TIROS 

photographic pass is available for由isperiod. Two of the best pictures covering the 

areas were exposed at 12h 41. 3m and 12h 42. 3m CST about 20 min. after the formation 

of the first tornado. A de阻註edanalysis of synoptic charts for 1200 CST was made 

in an attempt to learn由estructure of也eatmosphere over the region of the tornado 

formation. 

A deep continen也Icyclone with a central pressure of 985 mb. was moving 

east-nor血.eastwardover Iowa. A weak wa主mfront extending eastward from its 

cenむerwas interrupted by a dissipating mesohigh designated as刊E”infigure 1. To 

the south of也iswarm front, southerly winds of 15 to 25 kt, were町ansportingmoist 

可いミミ：~rch－均or悶 in this ~~r has been su~ported b；い S.Wea由.er
肱1reauunder grant Cwb WBG・41and parti叫lyunder grant Cwb WBG-34. 



warm air with T d 伽 ve60F toward由efront. The area of出ismoist warm air is 

designated "A’＼ 

Behind由isair mass "A", a rather cold but extremely dry air mass ”B" was 

pushing eastward, thus forming a sharp dry cold front extending from the cyclone 

center to Arkansas.τ'his air mass ”B”was followed by relatively moist cold air ”D" 

which was pushing sou也eastfrom Wyoming. As the air mass”B”moved over出e

Rockies in Colorado, it became much drier than出eair mass”D”. Air mass”C”is 

of maritime polar origin with easterly winds up to about 20 kt. 

An isotherm chart for 1200 CST covering the area of the surface isobar chart 
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is shown in figure 2.τhe warmest spot in the warm sector "A”is located to the south 

of St. Louis, Missouri, with a temperature of over 85F. A cold spot near Louisville, 

Kentucky and another near Dubuque, Iowa are associated wi出 localthunderstorm 

activities within the warm sector. 

Wiせtinair mass ”B”，せieair tempera旬regradually decreases westward from 

SOF near the dry cold front to about 45F along the foothills of the Rockies. Air mass 

"D" is colder than "B”， due to the fact that ”D”slipped out from the northwest without 

moving over the high Rocky Mountains. 

’The horizontal temperature gradient wi由inair mass ”C”is也egrea館前 ofall 

血eair masses surrounding由econtinental cyclone centered over Iowa. Because of 

the surface陸mpera旬 reof Lake Michigan，出.ereexisted a marked cold temperature 

ridge over由ele虫色白uscreating 10 to 20F飽mperaturedrops between stations 

located on the east and west sides of the lake. 

τhe most significant contrasts between the air masses A, B, and Dare seen 

in an isodrosotherm chart of figure 3.’The dew-point temperature within the warm 

sector is fairly uniform, varying only between 60 and 70F. A significant drop in出e

rear of the cold front results in 20F near Kansas City, Missouri and 泊施工eis a 

further drop to o叫y6F in the northwest corner of New Mexico. Since the dew-point 

temperatures from the mountain stations are as high as 20 to 22F, we may suspect 

出at出eextreme dηness east of the Rockies was caused by the mesoscale blocking 

action of the Rockies. ’The dew-point包mperatureinside the air mass ”D”is at 

least lOF higher than也atof”B”. A line with short spikes dividing these two air 

masses designates a front，血epassage of which produces a drop in temperature and 

a simultaneous increase in dew-point temperature. Such a front may be cailed由e

”moist cold front＂.αi the o岱1erhand, a line dividing air masses "A”and ”B”is a 
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cold front in na旬re,but it is accompanied by a marked drop in dew-point匂mperature.

To distinguish血iscold front from the former, it is called the”dry cold front.” 

For the purpose of determining those areas where visibility is obstructed due 

to smoke (K), fog (F), haze （防， dust(D), and precipitation near the ground, horizontal 

visibilities were plotted and contoured as in figure 4. Either fog or fog mixed with 

drizzle (LF) is seen practically everywhere inside the moist cold air mass "C". In 

some spots visibilities of one mile with fog are reported. Inversion-trapped haze 

and smoke are reported仕oma half a dozen stations on the downwind side of由e

De位oitarea. A relatively low visibility reported inside血emesohigh”E”is mostly 

due to rain fog caused by early morning shower activity. 

τ'he warm sector "A" is仕eefrom fog and吐ievisibility is more than 7 miles 

practically everywhere. Wi白血eexception of the northernmost area, visibility 

inside the warm sector increases near由edry cold front. To the west of the front 

visibility increases from 10 to 15 miles.τ'his might have been much better had 

further distant ground objects been available to observers. It should be noted由ata 

zone with over 15-mile visibility extends about 150 miles behind由edry cold front. 

To the west of this zone there is an island of low visibility, down to 2 miles, caused 

mainly by dust (D) and blowing dust (BO), according to the station reports. Since 

由isarea of dust is ex住emelylarge, it is seen in satelli旬 picturesand will be 

discussed la飴rin this chapter. Significant increases in visibility to血ewest of this 

dust area may simply be due to血efact由atobservers can use mountains as ground 

objects. Nevertheless, such excellent visib註itystrongly suggests the existence of a 

foehn phenomenon on the leeward side of由eRocky Mountains. 

2. SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS AND SIGNIFICANT CLOUD FEATURES 

A series of photographs was taken by TIROS IX in Orbit 960 as it passed over 

the Rockies toward the north-northwest. Of these pic加工es,Frames 9釦 d10, exposed 

at 12h 42. 3m and 12h 41. 3m CST, respectively, show the best coverage of the areas 

of interest. ’They were therefore gridded as precisely as possible with the use of 

出egraphical method developed by Fuji回（1963). Fi思ires5 and 6 show these 

photographs with state boundaries superimposed. 

A significant feature appearing in figure 5 is a large tongue of clear area 

extending from New Mexico to Missouri. Faint streaks stretching from the Oklahoma 

Panhandle to southern Kansas are located in the area of low visibility caused by 



blowing dust (see figure 4）.’This is the first time出ata large area of dust storms 

appearing on a satellite picture over the midwestern Unitβd States has been reported, 

thus raising some questions regarding由ereflectance of dust clouds. Satellite 

pictures often show dust clouds ex陪 ndingfrom desert regions to nearby ocean 

surfaces. In such cases, dust clouds are easily distinguished against由edark ocean 

background. Over the midwestern United States, however, relatively large ground 

reflectance makes it very difficult to detect dust clouds unless they are very dense 

and extend to high altitudes. Based upon the isentropic analysis which ap戸 arsin血e

following section，由etop of the dust clouds under discussion was estimated to be 

about 9,000武.above the ground. 
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Frame 10, exposed at 12h 41. 3m CST, reveals a mesoscale eddy of dust clouds 

over the Kansas-Oklahoma border. Scattered small clouds spreading from Colorado 

to cen位alKansas are cumuli with their bases at about 6, 000 ft. above出eground. 

Two areas of jet s住eamcirrus are located over cen位aland eastern Texas. Along 

their northern boundaries出inshadows are visible as irregular wavy lines. 

’These two frames, gridded with one-degree geographic grids, were used in 

constructing a nephanalysis chart (see figure 7) on which radar echoes are叫so

entered.τ'hese echoes were obtained仕omWSR-57 radar photographs taken at出e

Minneapolis, Chicago, and Detroit Weather Bureau stations. When血isnephanalysis 

chart is studied together with isobar, isotherm, isodrosotherm, and visibility charts, 

it becomes evident白ata group of scattered echoes is located along a zone north of 

the warm仕ontextending in an east-west direction出rough由ecenter of the major 

continental cyclone. ’The satellite photographs show出atanvil clouds ex陸ndeast-

northeastward from many of these cells. Only a few remaining echoes are seen 

inside the mesohigh area to出esouth of Lake Erie ．τ'his system is now in its 

dissipating stage. 

臥ieto about a 45 -min time di丘町encebetween血e1200 CST chart and the 

satellite photographs，出esouthwestern edge of line echoes in northeastern Iowa and 

the leading edge of由edry cold企ontdo not coincide precisely. ’The echoes are 

located about 40 miles to出eeast of the仕ont,suggesting也atthey were very close 

to the position of出edry cold front 45 min. later. If we follow the line echoes 

beyond血esou出easternend, we see that clouds without echoes are located along the 

dry cold front in Iowa. In Missouri, however, the cloud line extends in a northeast-

southwest direction inside the dry cold air mass "B 

For負ir白.erinterpretation .of由iscloud line and 。the工s,a detailed neph -



analysis (figure 8) chart was made by plotting surface reports at 1200 CST. Cloud・ 

covers N h and (N -N h) were entered inside each station circle as painted and 

hatched areas, respectively. Cloud symbols are conventional ones except T，由at

refers to towering, and the double subscripts Cii , Css，出atrepresent thick cirrus 

and cirrostratus clouds, respectively. A polar jet stream extends from sou白westto 

nor由east. A large area of jet-stream cirrus is seen in Texas to the south of the jet 

stream. Another area of cirrus extending from Louisiana eastward seems to be 

associated wi由 showeractivity along the southern end of the dry cold front. 

A stippled area in the northern part of由enephanalysis chart represents low 

stratus overcast mixed with fog. A band of stratocumulus caver extending from 

Louisiana to Ohio corresponds to出etongue of moist air tr釦 spo抗edfrom the gulf 

by a strong low-level jet with up to 50 kt. winds. From early morning of April 11, 

several mesoscale convective aはivitiestook place, thus leaving areas of low stratus 

and s町atocumulusover northwestern Louisiana, souせiwes旬rnTennessee, and 

southern Ohio. 

’The stations within the area of faint cirrus -like clouds in血esatellite pictures 

(figures 5飢 d6) repor旬ddust. Not a single s也tionwithin the vicinity of the dust 
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area reported ciロusor cirrostratus，由useliminating the possibility血atthe faint 

clouds consist partially of high clouds. It should be noted白atthe northwestern tip 

of the dust area is bent along the moist cold front as shown in the fi思ire.

A cloud line extending southwest to northeast in central Missouri was reported 

as towering altocumuli from Springfield, Missouri.τbeir bases are 8,000 or nearly 

9, 000 ft. above the ground, suggesting that they formed near由etop of the unstable 

dry air behind the dry cold front. Due to血eextremely low mixing ratio in由isair 

mass, most of the stations reported clear. If we somehow increase the surface dew-

point temperature by lOC, it is qui也 feasibleto create high・basecumuli or altocumulus 

castellanas near the top of出es臼blelayer which characterizes this air mass. From 

this consideration and the fact由atthe orientation of the cloud line is identical to由e

direction of the mean winds below 9,000 ft., we may assume出ata number of artificial 

lakes and large areas of forest in血eOzark Mountains gave rise to the increment of 

low-level moisture required to form high-level convective clouds. 

3. sτ'RUCTURE OF A DRY COLD AIR MASS 

Studies of satellite photographs, including nephsystems由atproduce severe 



storms, are relatively few in number. Of these, papers by Whitney and Fritz (1961), 

Fujita et al. (1963), and Whitney (1963) revealed that those nephsystems in their 

stages of severe-storm formations are characterized by their massive appearance, 
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mostly elliptic but sometimes square-looking.τ'his is due to血efact that anvil clouds 

produced by each of the cumulonimbus clouds over considerable areas, thus forming 

a large oval-shaped boundary when viewed from satellite altitudes. Satellite photographs 

taken approximately at the onset time of the Palm Sunday tornadoes (figure 5) revealed 

出eexistence of a large ton忠1eof a clear area behind a line of expected tornado 

formations.τ'he nephsystems associa臼dwith severe storms were not as extensive 

as reported in the above-mentioned papers, withせieexception of a large cloud area 

from which no tornadoes were reported.τ'he main reason is由atthe pictures were 

taken around local noon when nephsystems are still in their early stages of 

development. ’Thus the tongue of clear area should be investigated in detail as a 

cause of intense convective activi句 whichgave rise to the development of an unusual 

number of tornadoes. 

Soundings仕omColumbia {CBI), Missouri made at 12 and 18 CST, 3 and 9 

hours after出epassage of血edry cold front, appear in fi思ire9. A common but 

important charac包 risticin these soundings is the deep layer of dry-adiabatic lapse 

rate topped by a rather stable layer in which a lOC rise in血epotential temperature 

was observed. In other words, the entropy below 780 mb. at 1200 CST was practically 

constant and expressed by 301K. Six hours later the top of由e297K isentropic layer 

was at 750 mb. , in出ca位nga slight l江ting.

When the pressures at血etop of白eisentropic layer behind the dry cold front 

were plotted in figure 10, a dome of isentropic air mass reaching 580 mb. over New 

Mexico was found. ’The contour lines of出isdome-top pressure and the mean wind 

velocities inside the dome reveal也atthe air originated over the Southwest desert 

region and was drawn into the southwestern sector of a well -developed continental 

cyclone centered in sou血ernWisconsin. It is important to realize血at出een町opy

is constant along the vertical anywhere within出edome. In horizontal directions, 

however, the entropy varies between the highest, 308K at El Paso, and the lowest, 

288K at Nor出 Platte. Dashed lines in figure 10 are由eisentropes of the surface 

potential temperatures drawn for every SK. 

East of the dry cold front, the isentropic surfaces intersecting the surface 

along these isentropes slope up toward吐ienorth and northeast. Inside the dome 

behind the dry cold front, howeve~ ， the isen町opicsurfaces are the vertical walls 
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standing above the isentropes.τbese w叫lsare no longer vertical beyond the dome 

top. τ'he isen位 opicflow inside the dome should，由erefore,be limited within曲 目e

vertical walls on which air may freely move up and down, accomplishing large-sc叫e

vertical mixing as it travels eastward. In order to visualize such a motion, a vertical 

cross-section of po旬ntialtemperatures and winds was made along血.e297K isentrope 

inside出，edome and its extension outside the dome. ’This cross-section ・ex胞nds仕om

Tucson to Buffalo, crossing over血eRocky Mountains (figure 11). Since由isvertical 

cross-section is made to include a vertical wall of 297K isentropic surface inside由e

dome of dry cold air mass, we may assume血at白eair mass was unstable and almost 

vertically mixed as it traveled from由.esouthwest arid region to the Midwest. As 

e却 ected,the elevation of the dome top reached its highest over白eRockies, sloping 

down toward the east. ’The dust cloud seen in tJ:把 satellitepictures may have extended 

to出etop of the dome, some 9, 000丘.above吐ieground. ’This is probably part of 

出ereason why such views of dust clouds appeared in the pictures. 

τ'his dome of isentropic air is topped by a significant stable layer of about a 

3, 000-ft. thickness. Within血islayer, wind speed increased to about 100 kt. while 

the leading edge of the dome or the dry cold front was moving at about 50 kt. ’This 

relative motion of 50 kt. eastward results in a significant downslope motion of mid-

tropospheric westerlies ab仰 ethe dome. 

CゆIdAdvection Near the Dome Top. Due to the dry-adiabatic lapse rate 

inside the dome west of the dry cold front and the rather stable lapse ra飴 inside出e

warm sector ahead of the front，ぜietemperature difference between the warm moist 

and由ecold dry air increases more or less in proportion to血eheight above the 

ground. At the dome top at about 700 mb., the臼mperaturewas about SC colder 

位tanthe warm moist air east of the dry cold front. In terms of virtual時mperature

由edome was about 6C colder. 

When吐iecold air near由etop of the dome is advected eastward at出em陪

of about 50 kt. , it runs over the warm moist air, thus creating a super-adiab叫 ic

lapse rate within the warm air below the dome-top level.τbe warm moist ai玄 then

overturns quickly along the leading edge of the dome top，出usinitiating vigorous 

convection along the line.τ'he location of出esurface dry cold front is not 

necessarily directly benea白血eleading edge of the dome, the latter usually being 

seen 10 to 50 miles to tl:te east of the former、



4. CONCLUSIONS 

’Through studies of satellite photographs taken within one hour after the 

formation of the first tornado on April 11, 1965, it was found由ata tongue of clear 

area including large dust storms was closely related to the development of也e

violent convection giving rise to the formation of an unusually large number of 

tornadoes on Palm Sunday. First of all，世ievisual boundary of a clear-air tongue 

permits us to determine the leading edge of由edry cold air. Secondly, the dust 

storm clouds clearly visible against由eground surface suggest the ex町emethickness 

of出edust, that is，出eheight of出eisentropic dome. 

’The concept of cold advection as well as warm advection in relation to severe -

storm development has been discussed by Fulks (1951), Winston ( 1953), Suggs and 

Foster (1954), Whitney and Miller (1956), and others. 官官 si同ations血at由ey

studied involved rather moderate horizontal transport of cold air aloft and/or warm 
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air below, resulting in a significant change in stability. In this current case, however, 

cold advection took place near the top of the dome of dry cold air as it plowed rapidly 

eastward, with a dramatic overturning taking place along the leading edge of the 

plowing air. 

It is recommended白atmore cases of severe-storm development be studied 

with由euse of satellite pic知restaken around local noon so as to investigate the 

relatively early stages of storm development in which the areas of anvil shield are 

still rather small. 
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FIGURE 1. Surface winds a且disobars at 1200 CST, April 11, 1965. A long wind barb and a flag were drawn to 

represent 5 kt. and 25 kt. , respectively, in order to emphasize the in；飴nsityof surface winds. Air masses 

involved are: A, moist warm air; B，むycold air; C, moist colder air; D, moist cold air; and E, outflow仕om

a dissipating mesohigh. 

FIGURE 2. Isotherms at 1200 CST, April 11, 1965 contoured for every 2F. 
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FIGURE 3. Isodrosotherms at 1200 CST, April 11, 1965 contoured for every 2F. Areas of air temperature above 

印Fare st控！ed.

FIGURE 4. Visibility chart for 1200 CST, April 11, 1965. Contoured for every 2 miles with白incontours and for 

every 10 miles with heavy contour lines. Areas of visibility lower th組 10miles are stippled. 
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FIGURE 5. Satellite picture sh側 i且gclear areas behind也edry cold front.τlROS IX, Orbit 960, Frame 9 e布。舘d

以 12h42.3m CST, April 11, 1965. Phoぬgramr附山data:H=801 km，や砂＝42.4N, 8TSP=ll2. 7W, aPP =116o, 

組 dT = 35.6°. 

FIGURE 6. Satellite picture showing dust storm inside世ieclear area.τlROS IX, Orbit 960, Frame 10 exp。sedat 

12h 41.3m CST, April 11, 1965. Phot•。•gramme位ic data: H勾78km, ciJSP = 38.4N, 8TSP=l13. 7W, app =116°, 

andτ＝ 38.0° 
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FIGURE 7. Ne凶analysiscovering midwestern United S包 tesat 1240・43CS'T, April 11, 1965.τbe echo which 

pr剖meedthe first tornado, about 20 min. earlier, is indicated by an arrow in Iowa. White spots are radar echoes 

at白etime of satellite pictures used in making this nephanalysis. 

FIGURE 8. A cloud chart for 1200 CST, April 11, 1965 constructed on the basis of surfa倍 reports. 百 ecovers of 

low and other clouds are shown in each station circle by black and hatched areas, respectively. Numbers pre田 eding

cloud勿pesindicate 位、ecl。udbase in 1α)0 ft. 300-mb. winds for 1200 CST are ~so entered with conventional 

可mbols.
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FIGURE 9. Soundi時宮仕切EColwr由la,Missouri made at 1200 and 1800 CST, April 11, 1965. Note Increase in height 

of the deep isontropic layer al回＇vethe ground. So山叫ingswere made i且sidethe dry c。，ldair mass in which治e

i時 n位。pie鼠店facesareαirved vertical walls. 
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FIGURE 10. Topography of the top of the dry cold ai.r mass at 1800 CST, April 11, 1965.τbe big邑estportion of也e

dome is記 enover the Colorado Rockies. Winds represe且t由evector mean of wind velocities inside也edry cold 

air.τbe p。tentialtemperatures at the ground are entered by eaぬ stationin K. Ave凶 calcross－ 碑ctionin the 

next fi思m was made along a curved .line extending fromτ'ucson to near Buffa!。．
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FIGURE 11. Vertical cross-section along 297K isentrope and its extension outside也edry cold air at 1800 CST, 

April 11, 1965.τ'here was Ii'凶etemperature difference on either side of ti睡 drycold front between Peoria阻 d

Flint. Due to a steep lap館 rateto也ewest of也efront, si郡 ificantcold adve ction is s時 Enear ti時 700・宮山．

印 rfacelocated below a stable layer t。ppingぜieisentropic flow from tile west. 
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